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We report on long-term measurements of a highly coherent, non-tunable superconducting transmon qubit,
revealing low-frequency burst noise in coherence times and qubit transition frequency. We achieve this
through a simultaneous measurement of the qubit’s relaxation and dephasing rate as well as its resonance
frequency. The analysis of correlations between these parameters yields information about the microscopic
origin of the intrinsic decoherence mechanisms in Josephson qubits. Our results are consistent with a small
number of microscopic two-level systems located at the edges of the superconducting �lm, which is further
con�rmed by a spectral noise analysis.

Today’s prototype solid-state quantum computers built
from superconducting qubits such as the transmon [1] are
already capable of �nding the electronic ground state of
small molecules [2]. Their complexity keeps growing, while
error rates of logical gate operations are already close to
the threshold for some fault-tolerant quantum computing
schemes [3, 4]. However, the error probability due to random
parameter �uctuations scales exponentially with the number
of qubits, rendering the calibration of many-qubit systems
di�cult. The demand on stability and coherence of scaled-
up quantum systems widens the focus of current research
towards new decoherence mechanisms and �uctuations oc-
curring on time scales of hours or even days.

To examine the stability of a transmon-type qubit, we per-
form long-term measurements of energy relaxation T1, Ram-
sey TR

2 , and spin echo TE
2 coherence times, as well as the

transition frequency ωq. When these parameters are mea-
sured consecutively, inconsistencies are possible due to �uc-
tuations. Here, we develop and employ a time-multiplexed
pulse sequence pattern (see Fig. 1 (a)) which allows us to ac-
quire all qubit parameters simultaneously. Moreover, the in-
terleaved pattern enables us to characterize correlations of
qubit parameter �uctuations and coherence, which reveal a
connection between noise at mHz frequencies and qubit de-
phasing.

Our long-term measurements reveal signi�cant �uctua-
tions in all qubit parameters, similar to earlier reports [5–
7]. Figure 1(b) shows exemplary results of a continuous
measurement over 19 hours. The qubit transition frequency
displays telegraphic noise with multiple stationary points,
which prompts our interpretation of the data in terms of an
ensemble of environmental two-level systems (TLS) interact-
ing with the qubit. TLS may emerge from the bistable tunnel-
ing of atomic-scale defects [8–10] which may reside within
the amorphous AlOx of the qubit’s tunnel barrier or elec-
trode surface oxides, but can also be formed by adsorbates or

processing residuals on the chip surface [11, 12]. Such defects
may couple to the qubit by their electric dipole moments,
leading to absorption of energy and �uctuations in qubit pa-
rameters. The TLS’ parameters are broadly distributed and
those TLS having transition frequencies near or at the qubit’s
resonance can cause dispersive frequency shifts [13], avoided
level-crossings [14–16] or resonances in qubit loss [5].

We attribute the observed �uctuations in qubit parameters
to a sparse ensemble of environmental TLS close to the super-
conducting �lm edge and its interaction with thermal �uctu-
ators. This model is supported by the power spectral density
(PSD) of the observed frequency �uctuations. Complemented
by a cross-correlation analysis, our data provides evidence
for a small number of TLS which dominate dephasing if near-
resonant, while the 1/f noise background we also observe,
may emerge from a bath of more weakly coupled TLS [17].
We conclude that even single TLS on the edges of the super-
conducting �lms can dominate decoherence and cause ran-
dom parameter �uctuations in superconducting qubits. We
�nd that other sources of �uctuation, like temperature vari-
ations, critical current �uctuations, quasiparticle tunneling,
or �ux vortices play secondary roles in the presented exper-
iment.

Our interpretation of the data according to the interacting
defect model [10, 13, 18], is further motivated by recent ex-
periments, where the thermal switching of individual TLS in
AlOx Josephson junctions was measured directly [19]. Fur-
ther, spectral di�usion of TLS was recently observed by mon-
itoring the T1 time of a tunable transmon qubit [5]. Our
results con�rm the �ndings that single TLS strongly a�ect
qubit coherence, independent of �ux noise. Here, we comple-
ment earlier experiments by simultaneous measurements of
dephasing and qubit frequency, as well as their correlations,
further supported by spectral analysis at mHz frequencies.

In the interacting TLS model, defects may mutually inter-
act electrically or via their response to mechanical strain [20,
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Figure 1. (a) Measurement pattern: Single pulse sequences of di�erent measurements (e.g. of T1 and TR
2 ) are interleaved, resulting in a

simultaneous acquisition. The time ∆t is the free evolution. The ratio between the number of pulses can di�er, and spin echo pulses may
be added. The inset in (b) shows an exemplary single trace with �ts for T1 (red), TR

2 and the Ramsey detuning ∆ωq (green). (b) Data taken
over a course of 19 hours displays �uctuations in T1 and TR

2 (red squares and green stars, left axis), and telegraph-like switching of the
qubit frequency ∆ωq (blue dots, right axis). The time resolution corresponds to 10 s of averaging using the pattern shown in (a). For clarity,
dephasing times are divided by two. With this measurement we reveal a connection between noise at mHz frequencies and qubit dephasing.
(c) Illustration how the frequency of a single TLS near resonance with the qubit �uctuates due to its coupling to thermally activated TLS
(so-called TLF) at energies at or below kB T (orange shaded area). Depending on the detuning between qubit and TLS, this can cause positive
or negative correlations between qubit coherence times and its resonance frequency.

21]. If the transition energy of a particular TLS is below or
close to the thermal level kB T , it undergoes random, ther-
mally activated state-switching. We call these two-level �uc-
tuators (TLF) to distinguish them from the more coherent
TLS [10] with higher transition energies. Longitudinal cou-
pling between TLS and TLF causes telegraphic �uctuation
or spectral di�usion [22] of the TLS’ resonance frequencies.
The resulting time-dependent frequency �uctuation of near-
resonant TLS give rise to phase noise of superconducting res-
onators [23] and may also cause the parameter �uctuations
of qubits [18], investigated here. Figure 1(c) illustrates the
physical picture.

We use a non-tunable transmon qubit with an Al-AlOx-Al
junction, shunted by coplanar capacitor �lms of 40 nm TiN,
capacitively connected to a microstrip readout resonator. The
Hamiltonian describing our qubit is well approximated by
Hq/~ = ωq a

†a − α(a†)2(a)2, where ωq is the splitting be-
tween the ground and excited state, α is the anharmonicity,
and a† and a are the raising and lowering operators. The
qubit transition frequency is ωq/2π = 4.75 GHz, and the
ratio of Josephson energy to charging energy EJ/EC is 78,
leaving it well-protected from charge �uctuations [1].

Repeated measurements with an interleaved sequence
analogous to Fig. 1(a) reveal time-dependent dynamics of the
qubit parameters, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The Ramsey detuning ∆ωq (blue dots) is a direct measure for
the shift in qubit frequency, which �uctuates between multi-
ple discrete values and also shows abrupt qualitative changes
in �uctuation dynamics. The relaxation time T1 (red squares)

and Ramsey dephasing time TR
2 (green stars) show �uctua-

tions and a clear correlation with ∆ωq, which we will evalu-
ate in the following. A single slice of this measurement (see
inset in Fig. 1(b)) required averaging for about 10 s. T1, TR

2

and ∆ωq were extracted from �ts to single traces. See ap-
pendix B for further details on measurement procedure.

We describe TLS by the generic two-level Hamiltonian
HTLS,k = −~

2 (εkσz + δkσx), where k is the TLS index, εk is
the asymmetry energy, δk is the tunneling energy, and σi are
the Pauli matrices. Assuming the standard form of qubit-TLS
coupling [24, 25] Hint,k = ~gk σz(a + a†), transformation
into the dispersive frame yields

Hq +HTLS,k +Hint,k ≈ ~(ωq + χkσz)a†a+

~
2

(ωTLS,k + χk)σz − ~α(a†)2(a)2,
(1)

where χk = g2
k/∆ is the dispersive shift and the detuning

between TLS and qubit is given by ∆ = ωTLS,k − ωq.
We can estimate the coupling strength gk between qubit

and TLS from the observed �uctuation amplitude ∆ωq, as-
suming resonant TLS with a dipole moment on the order
of 1 eÅ [26–28] (see appendix E for details). The maximum
coupling rate, achieved for TLS located in the junction is ap-
proximately 48 MHz. Such strong coupling would allow for
much larger changes in qubit frequency than the observed
5-140 kHz. By simulating the electric �eld distribution we
�nd the coupling strength to TLS at sites closer than 20 nm
to capacitor-edges is gk & 100 kHz, in agreement with our
observations. Thus we conclude that the dominant TLS in
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Figure 2. (a) Cross-correlation of the absolute �uctuation strength and relaxation or dephasing rates of the dataset shown in (b). All
curves show signi�cant correlation at zero time delay τ , relating �uctuations in qubit frequency on the order of seconds to relaxation and
dephasing. (b,c) Scatterplots of TΦ versus Ramsey detuning for two measurements from di�erent cooldowns (identical setup) with drastically
di�erent pure dephasing times. The point color indicates the measurement time. In (b) positive, negative, and no correlation occur within
the measurement period. In (c) the qubit frequency is relatively stable, bins of pure dephasing times are colored in the vertical histogram,
corresponding �ts to normal distributions (top panel) are colored accordingly. Lower dephasing times correspond to larger variances in qubit
frequency. The standard deviation of the violet curve is indicated exemplarily. On the right, the extracted variances σ2 are plotted against
the corresponding mean values of pure dephasing. A �t to the expected function TΦ ∝ 1/σ2 is in agreement with the data. The simulated
�eld distribution at the superconducting �lm edge of the qubit capacitance is shown in the inset.

our experiment reside close to �lm edges.
To fathom the microscopic origin of the �uctuations, we

analyze correlations between all extracted parameters. Ram-
sey dephasing consists of relaxation and ’pure’ dephasing TΦ,
connected by 1/TR

2 = 1/2T1+1/TΦ. In the following, we fo-
cus on T1 and TΦ or the corresponding rates Γ1 = 1/T1 and
ΓΦ = 1/TΦ. Scatterplots of two long-term measurements
from successive cooldowns with identical setup are shown
in Fig. 2(b) and (c), where TΦ is plotted vs. ∆ωq. Fig. 2(b)
exhibited generally larger �uctuations and lower dephasing
times, di�erent types of correlation could be observed in the
course of a single measurement. A time interval of about 10 h
without obvious correlation between TΦ and ∆ωq is followed
by alternating positive and negative correlation during times
of strong frequency �uctuation. Cross-correlation analysis of
this data (Fig. 2(a)) relates the absolute �uctuation strength of
∆ωq to higher dephasing and relaxation rates, linking slow
�uctuations on the order of seconds to dephasing or relax-
ation up to the order of microseconds. We interpret these
observations as coupling to a single spectrally di�using TLS
crossing the qubit frequency several times. To our knowl-
edge, no other interpretation is in agreement with our obser-
vations, as will be discussed later. The polarity and strength
of the correlations depend on the sign of the detuning be-
tween TLS and qubit and their mutual coupling strength.

To perform a quantitative analysis of the connection be-
tween the �uctuations in qubit frequency and the pure de-
phasing time, we examine the variance in qubit frequency
associated with multiple ranges of dephasing times (Fig. 2(c))
while the qubit frequency is relatively stable. We bin the fre-
quency shift data according to their associated pure dephas-

ing times, and �t the data in each bin to a Gaussian distribu-
tion. Assuming the qubit frequency shifts to be due to ran-
dom sampling of a linear function (as is the case for small
frequency shifts of a dispersively coupled TLS), the standard
deviation σ of the distributions will be proportional to the
slope of this linear function. Conversely, the pure dephas-
ing rate ΓΦ in such a situation is proportional to the square
of the slope of the frequency change with the random pa-
rameter [29]. If the origin of the measured large frequency
�uctuations is the same as the one for the pure dephasing, we
expect the two slopes to be the same, such that for each bin
in pure dephasing time we have ΓΦ ∝ σ2, which is in good
agreement with our data.

In repeated measurements and di�erent cooldowns, we
�nd qubit coherence times to be anti-correlated with the
maximum amplitude of frequency �uctuations. In our model,
this corresponds to di�erent dispersive shifts χk due to the
respective dominant TLS. During cooldowns with persis-
tently long relaxation and dephasing times as in Fig. 2(c), this
shift is low and qubit frequency �uctuations are small. If in-
creased interaction with a TLS leads to shorter relaxation and
dephasing times, even for intermediate times without resolv-
able frequency �uctuations of the qubit, dephasing tends to
stay low. This is expected because of the higher frequency
noise we can not resolve by our sub-Hz repetition rate. Pos-
sible explanations for abrupt changes in decoherence dynam-
ics are slow thermalization processes in the amorphous parts,
logarithmically slow TLS relaxation [30], or background ra-
diation.

Throughout our measurements, reduced coherence mani-
fests itself most strongly in the dephasing times TΦ and TR

2
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rather than in T1 and spin echo TE
2 . The observed e�ective

reduction of dephasing by spin echo pulses suggests most of
the relevant noise spectrum to lie below the spin-echo cuto�
frequency of 25 kHz, in our case. This observation is in agree-
ment with the typical maximum �uctuation rate of thermal
TLS due to phonons of γmax

1 (T = 20 mK) ≈ 1.9 kHz [28] in
our case.

To further elucidate the origin of the observed qubit fre-
quency �uctuations, we performed a long term measurement
in which we optimized the measurement pulse sequence to
gain maximum frequency resolution. If the �uctuations are
due to individual TLS, we expect the power spectral density
to follow the functional form [24]

C(ω) ∝ (1− 〈σz〉2)
2γ1,k

γ2
1,k + ω2

, (2)

a Lorentz distribution centered at zero frequency. Here,
γ1,k is the TLS relaxation rate, 〈σz〉 = tanh(Ek/2kBT )
is the thermal equilibrium population of TLS ’k’ and
Ek =

√
ε2k + δ2

k is its transition energy. Under the assump-
tion of a uniform distribution of TLS barrier heights, the su-
perposition of many such Lorentzian spectra are responsible
for the typically observed low-frequency noise of the form
∼ 1/fα, usually observed in all solid-state qubits [17].

The PSD of our measurements, shown in Fig. 3, deviates
strongly from the ensemble 1/f noise limit, but is �t well
by a single Lorentzian added to a 1/fα-type background.
From these measurements, we extract a background param-
eter of α ≈ 1.1 and the switching rate of the individual TLS
of γ1 ≈ 1 mHz. For the distribution of switching rates, we
estimate a TLF energy of Ek/kBT = ln(Γ↓/Γ↑) = 1.1 in
agreement with the assumption that the switching TLF are
located spectrally close to the experimental temperature. For
details on the PSD analysis, see appendix D.

Finally, we discuss the in�uence of other possible sources
for discrete �uctuations: non-equilibrium quasiparticles (qp),
movement of Abriskosov vortices and temperature �uctu-
ations. The transmon qubit’s transition energy is expo-
nentially insensitive to charge �uctuations with respect to√
EJ/EC [1]. In our sample, the change in qubit frequency

due to a single qp, switching the charge parity of the capac-
itance [31, 32], is about 2 Hz and thus not observable. A
large number of non-equilibrium qp may contribute to re-
laxation [33] but can not account for discrete �uctuations in
ωq or abrupt changes in dynamics. High magnetic �elds may
induce �eld dependent loss in a single junction qubit [34].
To verify the intrinsic insensitivity of this experiment to �ux
noise, we measured the sample with roughly in-plane mag-
netic �elds up to ±1 mT, and observed no changes in either
coherence or frequency stability. Possible residual �elds e.g.
due to adsorbates [35] are many orders of magnitude smaller.
Signi�cant correlation of the absolute �uctuation strength
and the relaxation rate [| d

dt ∆ωq| ? Γ1] during periods of low
dephasing times require transversal coupling, rendering di-
rect in�uence of far detuned TLF and critical current �uctua-
tions unlikely. Temperature �uctuations are known to induce

Figure 3. Power spectral density of frequency �uctuations ∆ωq

(cyan dots) in a long-term measurement of 47 h, revealing signi�-
cant deviation from 1/fα noise (dash-dotted line). A �t (red solid
line) is in agreement with the e�ect of a single thermal TLF (black
dashed line) plus 1/fα. The inset shows a short section of raw
data, showing telegraphic noise that is presumably due to frequency
switching of a near-resonant TLS coupled to a single thermal �uc-
tuator. The frequency uncertainty is approximately the size of the
dots.

low-frequency critical current noise [36]. This e�ect is ex-
ponentially temperature dependent and found to be relevant
at T & Tc/3 in Al-AlOx-Al junctions. At our experimental
temperature of T = 20 mK its e�ect is several orders of mag-
nitude below the observed noise level and can be excluded.

In summary, we used a time-multiplexed protocol in long
term measurements to extract correlated coherence informa-
tion of a non-tunable transmon qubit. We �nd positive and
negative correlation between dephasing and �uctuations in
qubit frequency on the timescale of seconds to days, which
we attribute to the in�uence of individual dominant TLS, lo-
cated close to conductor edges. Cross-correlation and PSD
analysis con�rm this interpretation and ascribe the source of
�uctuation to interactions between thermal �uctuators and
surface-TLS near resonance with the qubit.

Single defects reducing the coherence of qubits by up to
one order of magnitude are a major challenge for future quan-
tum computers. Our �ndings make continuous re-calibration
a necessity in today’s solid-state qubits, although new mate-
rials or processing [12, 37] might mitigate the problem. How-
ever, our results imply that fundamental improvements of
qubit parameter stability are necessary in order to realize use-
ful many-qubit systems.
Note added−During submission of this manuscript, a

preprint on comparable observations was published by
Burnett et al. [38], who independently arrived at the conclu-
sion that TLS are a major contribution to qubit parameter
�uctuation.
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Appendix A: Experimental details

The sample was used in a previous publication [39], and is
described in detail there. The experimental environment is a
liquid 4He cooled 3He/4He dilution refrigerator with a base
temperature below 20 mK and thermal stability of ±1 mK.
The frequency of the readout resonator is 8.57 GHz. Isola-
tion of the qubit from the environment is ensured by 70 dB
attenuation (20 dB at 4 K, 20 dB at 100 mK, 20 dB at base
temperature and 10 dB overall cable loss) from room tem-

perature to the sample as well as two circulators at base tem-
perature and a 6.3 − 15 GHz band pass �lter placed before
the �rst ampli�cation stage at 4 K. The sample was placed
in a copper housing in the �rst cooldown and an aluminum
housing in the following runs, including the measurements
presented in this paper. The sample was always enclosed by
a Cryoperm magnetic shield. No systematic change in qubit
parameters was observed for the two housing materials. Over
all cooldowns, we observed T1 times between 12 and 80 µs,
and TR

2 between 4 and 90 µs.

Appendix B: Measurement details

The reset time between measurements was chosen to be
�ve times the longest observed mean relaxation time, result-
ing in a repetition rate of about 4 kHz. Averaging was set ac-
cording to the intended signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and time
resolution, usually between 200 to 1000 single shots were av-
eraged for a single datapoint.

The maximum data acquisition rate is limited by the small-
est number of points which still yield con�dent �ts. The
number of points required to characterize Ramsey oscilla-
tions depends on their frequency and decay time. A higher
Ramsey frequency leads to improved SNR for the frequency
shift but requires a higher sampling rate. For a given num-
ber of points this implies a shorter interval of free evolu-
tion times, reducing the SNR of TR

2 , leading to a tradeo�
between good �ts to the frequency shift and Ramsey de-
cay time for a given number of measurements. A high SNR
is crucial for a conclusive PSD analysis, as statistical noise
due to �t uncertainty raises the noise �oor. We balance the
distribution and number of points to achieve a tradeo� for
the signal in di�erent parameters. For example, the mea-
surement depicted in Fig. 3 was optimized for accurate fre-
quency �tting and achieves a mean error of ±0.3 kHz, but
the mean dephasing-time error is ±10 µs. For comparison,
the mean errors in Fig. 1 (b) are ±2.7 µs (T1),±5.4 µs (TR

2 ),
and ±0.9 kHz (∆ωq).
Potential �uctuations of the readout resonator frequency fr
only a�ect the SNR of our measurements but have no in�u-
ence on the extracted parameters.

Appendix C: Data analysis details

To minimize the e�ect of �t inaccuracy on our statistical
analysis, e.g. due to �uctuations occurring during data acqui-
sition for a single trace, or strong noise, unreliable �ts with
uncertainties larger than ten times the average are masked
in the data sets. In the presented measurements, between 2
and 10% of the single slices had inaccurate �tting and are not
shown, the results are insensitive to the masking.
We have veri�ed that the detuning of pulses due to the mea-
sured shifts in qubit frequency does not lead to a systematic
bias in the extracted parameters. For the observed �uctua-
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tion strength in frequency, the maximum change in signal
amplitude of the decay curves is 0.8 %.

Our extraction of the pure dephasing time TΦ associated
with the rate ΓΦ implies a simple exponential decay in Ram-
sey measurements. While this is not necessarily the case [40],
the corresponding deviation compared to e.g. Gaussian decay
is smaller than the �tting error.

In addition to the discussion in the main text, we analyze
the data of Fig. 1(b) to characterize the dependence of �uc-
tuation strength and pure dephasing time. Scatterplots are
shown in Fig. 4, where the pure dephasing time TΦ is plotted
either vs. Ramsey detuning ∆ωq or the �uctuation strength
d
dt ∆ωq. We attribute the bunching at discrete values of ∆ωq

visible in (a) to telegraphic spectral di�usion of near-resonant
TLS, as also observed in other experiments [5, 19, 21, 41]. In
(b) we use the same method as in the main text. We bin the
data on the �uctuation strength according to their associated
pure dephasing times (colored histogram), and �t the data
in each bin to a Gaussian distribution (top panel). The cor-
responding variances σ2 are plotted on the right and show
increased variance for lower TΦ, where the solid red line is
a �t to TΦ ∝ 1/σ2. Normal distributions are chosen as we
assume multiple independent sources contribute to the �uc-
tuation and their errors. The �uctuation strength d

dt ∆ωq is
calculated as the di�erence of each data point to the previous
divided by the elapsed time.

Appendix D: Power Spectral Density estimation

For PSD analysis we use Welch’s method [42]. It achieves
a reduction of noise by segmenting the data into smaller sets
and sampling these with an overlapping window function
in the time domain. The average squared magnitude of the
discrete Fourier transforms of these samples then gives the
power spectrum. This method reduces the frequency reso-
lution but enhances the SNR of noise power measurements.
Some details of the extracted PSD will, however depend on
the window function and its size, which we provide in the
following. In Fig. 3 we used a ’Kaiser’ (α = 4) window [43],
with a segment size of 2844 points, corresponding to dividing
the data into 10 samples, with 50 % overlap. Overall this set
of data contained 14222 Ramsey measurements. All data pro-
cessing has also been veri�ed with random data, to exclude
analysis artifacts from being identi�ed as signal. The e�ec-
tive frequency limit and SNR of this measurement could be
improved signi�cantly, using a quantum-limited ampli�er.

Appendix E: Coupling strength and density estimation

Inside the qubit’s Josephson junction, the coupling rate due
to interaction of the TLS’ dipole moment to the root mean
square electric �eld of the qubits vacuum �uctuation is given

by [14]

gmax =
|~d|
2x

√
ωq

πhCq
≈ 48 MHz, (E1)

with the TLS’ dipole moment |~d| on the order of 1 eÅ
[26–28], the total qubit capacitance of Cq = 120 fF,
ωq/2π = 4.75 GHz and the width of the JJ capacitor x,
corresponding to an estimated thickness of the oxide bar-
rier of 1.8 nm [44]. In our experiment, the largest observed
frequency �uctuations are 140 kHz. As the dispersive shift
scales as χ = g2/∆, this implies a detuning between qubit
and possible junction-TLS of the order of many GHz. Alter-
nating positive and negative correlation in Fig. 2 (c) imply fre-
quency di�usion across the qubit frequency, see also the raw
data in Fig. 5(a). Thermal switching of several GHz detuned
TLS between below and above the qubit is unlikely. There-
fore we assume the detuning between qubit and the most rel-
evant (we call dominant) TLS to be close to zero for times
of relatively large frequency shifts. If we assume the TLS to
reside in the junction, the observed coupling implies their
dipole moments to deviate less than 0.1° from perpendicu-
lar to the qubits electric �eld, which is unlikely for several
observed TLS. We reason it is unlikely that the observed fre-
quency shifts are due to TLS which are located in the qubit’s
Josephson junction.

Using strain and electric �eld tuning, a recent work [45]
possibly found junction TLS with much smaller dipole mo-
ments on the order of 1 meÅ. TLS of such unusually small
dipole moments in the junction could also account for the ob-
served �uctuations. However, without further information
we interpret our �ndings using standard values for dipole
moments of TLS.

Signi�cant changes in quality factors of superconducting
resonators due to surface treatment observed e.g. in Ref [46]
imply considerable coupling to surface TLS. The electric �eld
at edges of metal �lms scales approximately as 1/

√
x [47]. In

our case, the resulting �eld strengths are larger than 4 V/m
at any position closer than 20 nm to the superconducting �lm
edges. For the typical TLS dipole moments of d ≈ 1 eÅ, this
corresponds to a coupling rate to the qubit of g & 100 kHz
in agreement with our observed qubit frequency shifts. The
TLS mostly responsible for decoherence and frequency shifts
are therefore presumably at the surface, near edges which
create �eld enhancement. From simulations of the �eld dis-
tribution of our circuit, we know that the �eld drops to about
55 mV/m in the middle between the conductors, resulting in
a maximum coupling rate of about g = 1.3 kHz there. This
result again matches well with the smallest observed �uctu-
ations of about 1 kHz and we conclude that our experiment
is sensitive to TLS positioned anywhere in the shunt capaci-
tance.

Although our �xed frequency qubit limits the accessible
information on TLS density, we can deduce a rough esti-
mate for the surface density of the dominant TLS based
on the statistics of several measurements. We observed
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Scatterplots of the pure dephasing time TΦ versus Ramsey frequency shift (a) or �uctuation strength (b) of the data shown in
Fig. 1(b) in the main text. The point color indicates the measurement time. Discrete clusters in (a) are attributable to metastable switching of
the qubit frequency. The smallest dephasing times correspond to the strongest spread in frequency. (b) The triangular shape in the scatterplot
indicates that stronger �uctuations in ∆ωq on the order of seconds are related to lower pure dephasing times, and was consistently measured
in all cooldowns, regardless of �uctuation strength or coherence. Fits to normal distributions for di�erent ranges of pure dephasing in the top
panel show the increased variance in �uctuation strength at lower pure dephasing times. The functional dependence is roughly TΦ ∝ 1/σ2.
For visibility, the outliers due to switching which are symmetrically distributed around zero on the x-axis near ±20 kHz/s are not shown.

TLS with coupling rates on the order of gmax ≈ 100 kHz,
and the observed frequency �uctuations for times of rela-
tively high coherence and frequency stability are on the or-
der of ∆ωq,min/2π ≈ 1 kHz. Thus, assuming TLS of the
coupling strength gmax are also present in times of high
coherence, the detuning to such a TLS is approximately
2π g2

max/∆ωq,min = 10 MHz. At this frequency spacing of
20 MHz, the frequency density of dominant TLS is 50/GHz.
The surface area of our chip which during operation hosts
electric �eld strengths larger than 4 V/m is about 164 µm2.
This results in an estimated dominant-TLS surface density of
0.3/GHz µm2.
For comparison, the TLS densities reported by other groups
are e.g. 0.5/GHz µm2 for large (≈ 1 µm2) Al/AlOx junc-
tions [14] or 2.4/GHz µm2 for signi�cantly less coherent
qubits [48]. The low loss material Si3N4 showed only
0.03/GHz µm2 in measurements on lumped-element res-
onators [49]. Compared to these values, our estimated TLS
density is plausible and as expected smaller than for larger
Al/AlOx junction qubits.

Appendix F: Cross-correlation speci�cs

Further cross-correlation analysis con�rms the relation-
ship between the observed frequency �uctuations and de-
phasing in all datasets. We conclude that the same mech-
anism is responsible for qubit dephasing and slow �uctua-
tions of its parameters. Further, we gain insight into TLS-
induced qubit relaxation. For periods of low pure dephas-
ing, the absolute �uctuation strength and the relaxation rate

[| d
dt ∆ωq| ? Γ1](t = 0) correlate signi�cantly (see Fig. 5(b)).

This shows that TLS can be a dominant photon loss channel
in our system and renders alternative models as primary de-
coherence mechanism unlikely. For example critical current
�uctuations generate similar noise spectra [50], these how-
ever only a�ect the qubit frequency ωq and thus do not ex-
plain a correlation of | d

dt ∆ωq| with Γ1. The lifetime of indi-
vidual high frequency TLS in AlOx was found to range from
nanoseconds to microseconds [28, 51]. Thus, for qubits with
several microsecond relaxation times like our sample, these
TLS represent a relevant photon loss channel.

Assuming that a single dominant TLS is responsible for de-
phasing and photon loss implies that the cross correlations
∆ωq ? ΓΦ and ∆ωq ? Γ1 have the same sign at zero delay.
While this was our typical observation, also the opposite be-
havior was encountered (see Fig. 5(b)), pointing towards dif-
ferent sources for dephasing and relaxation in those cases.
This can be explained by the presence of a stable TLS ’A’
close to resonance with the qubit, increasing its relaxation,
and a second more weakly coupled TLS ’B’ which �uctuates
and is mainly responsible for dephasing. Correlations of op-
posite sign emerge if both TLS are above or below the qubit
frequency. In that case, di�usion of B towards the qubit fre-
quency results in level repulsion, detuning the qubit further
from A.

During periods of high coherence, we observe no cross-
correlation between Γ1 and | d

dt ∆ωq| (see Fig. 6(b)). We in-
terpret this, as due to a bath of weakly coupled TLS limiting
Γ1, rather than a single strongly coupled TLS [46, 52, 53]. In
the same measurement we still observed some correlation of
the absolute �uctuation strength with ΓΦ. Our explanation is
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the di�erent scaling of relaxation Γ1 ∝ g2/∆2 and dispersive
shift χk ∝ g2/∆. Thus, a TLS can be detuned far enough to
still cause dephasing, but not dominate the relaxation. This
would also explain the stronger �uctuations in ΓΦ compared
to Γ1, observed throughout our measurements.

Appendix G: Other decoherence sources

Increased quasiparticle density due to pair-breaking by in-
gap states, as observed in Pb0.9Bi0.1 junctions [54] or thin
MoC �lms [55, 56], could increase the qubit’s relaxation rate.
To our knowledge, no evidence of excessive pair breaking due
to in-gap states has been reported for material systems like
our sample at 20 mK. The expected e�ect of increased quasi-

particle density due to inelastic scattering in the junction,
would be a reduction in T1. But we see no possibility to ex-
plain the observed discrete �uctuations between metastable
states in qubit frequency with in-gap states.

Appendix H: Supplementary data

Additional data referred to in the main text is shown in �g-
ures 5 and 6. About one year after fabrication, the sample was
repeatedly measured over two years, no aging e�ects could
be identi�ed. We �nd the same pattern as in Fig. 2(c) in the
main text for all clusters representing metastable states as can
be seen in Fig. 4(a).
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a) b)

Figure 5. Data referred to in Fig. 2 (a,b) with pronounced frequency changes of about 100 kHz and Ramsey dephasing times consistently
below 15 µs even during times without relatively strong �uctuation (�rst 10 h). (b) Cross-correlations of the �uctuation strength or the
qubit frequency with the rates of pure dephasing (gray), spin echo dephasing (teal), and relaxation (red). In addition to Fig. 2(a) in the main
text, the blue and red dashed lines represent the cross-correlation for the shaded areas of four hours respectively and for clarity, a weak
smoothing is applied. At zero time delay τ , signi�cant correlation between the absolute �uctuation strength and ΓΦ, ΓE2 and Γ1 can be seen.
The cross-correlation of ∆ωq with Γ1 (dashed lines) can change its sign for di�erent intervals. This change in correlation was already seen
for the pure dephasing in Fig. 2(b). We interpret this as the result of spectral di�usion of a TLS crossing the qubit frequency.

a) b)

Figure 6. Subsequent cooldown with respect to Fig. 5 (no changes to the setup). The qubit frequency is relatively stable (mean frequency
noise of 2 kHz) and shows consistently high relaxation and dephasing times. A slow drift in frequency can be seen. (b) At zero time delay τ ,
only ΓΦ shows a small correlation (compared to the noise-level) with the absolute �uctuation strength (gray) and the qubit frequency (light
blue). No correlation with the relaxation rate was observed.
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